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Abstract 
Data entry errors can have drastic effects on the quality of research.  Small errors can cause significant t-tests to appear non-

significant and turn moderate correlations to zero (Barchard & Pace, 2011).  Therefore, researchers use various data checking methods 
to identify and correct data entry errors.  Previous research shows that double entry is the most accurate but it takes longer than other 
data checking methods (Barchard & Pace, 2011; Paulsen, Overgaard, & Lauritsen, 2012).  However, not everyone uses double entry.  
Researchers might use less effective methods because they are easier or faster, and because they think that their preferred method of 
data checking is highly accurate.  The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between actual and perceived accuracy.   

A total of 27 undergraduates participated in this study in return for course credit.  They were randomly assigned to one of four 
data checking methods: visual checking, double-entry, solo read-aloud, and partner read-aloud.  When participants had finished 
checking the data, they rated the accuracy of the data checking method that they used.  We compared these subjective opinions of 
accuracy with the actual number of correct entries. 

We found a small non-significant correlation between perceived and actual accuracy (r(25) = .10, p = .61).  We conclude that 
while researchers have varied perceptions of the accuracy of the methods they use, these perceptions are not related to the actual 
effectiveness of their data checking methods.  Researchers should not rely on subjective impressions of accuracy.  They should use the 
data checking method that empirical research demonstrates is the most accurate: double entry.  Several free double entry programs are 
available (Barchard, Verenikia, & Pace, 2013; Beatty, 1999; Harris, Taylor, Thielke, Gonzalez, & Conde, 2009; Lauritsen & Bruus, 
2004). 

Introduction 
There are possible sources of errors in every step of data management, and these errors may affect the results, reliability, and 

conclusions of a study (Kawado et al., 2003).  Factors that can affect data accuracy include characteristics of the data entry personnel, 
fatigue, speed of entry, and the work environment (Atkinson, 2012).  Errors can also have drastic effects on the quality of research.  
Even small data entry errors can cause t-tests to be non-significant and turn correlations to zero (Barchard & Pace, 2011).  Because of 
the importance of accurate data, researchers use a variety of data checking methods to locate and correct data entry errors.  In visual 
checking, a person visually compares the data that is shown on the computer screen to the original paper data sheet.  In solo read-
aloud, a person reads the original paper data sheet out loud and visually compares it to the data that is shown on the computer screen.  
In partner read-aloud, one person reads the data sheet out loud while another person visually compares it to the data that is shown on 
the computer screen.  Finally, in double entry a person enters the data in twice; then the computer identifies mismatches between the 
two entries and identifies any values that outside the allowable range.  Regardless of which of these methods is used to identify data 
entry errors, the person would correct the error by consulting the original data sheet and entering the correct value into the computer. 

Double entry is considered the gold standard for transferring data to an electronic format (Paulsen, Overgaard, & Lauritsen, 2012) 
because it has higher accuracy rates than other data checking methods (Barchard & Verenikina, 2013).  However, double entry also 
takes longer (Paulsen et al., 2012; Barchard & Verenikina, 2013).  Researchers might use other data checking methods because they 
are faster and because they think that those techniques have high accuracy rates.  The question is whether researchers’ perceptions of 
accuracy match the actual accuracy of the data checking methods.  The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between 
actual accuracy and perceived accuracy in data checking.  Previous research shows that people misjudge the accuracy of their data 
checking methods (Verenikina, Anang, Craun, & Barchard, 2012).  The purpose of this study was to replicate that result in a new 
dataset, using a wider range of data checking methods.  We hypothesize that there will be a small relationship between actual accuracy 
and perceived accuracy. 

Method 
Participants 

A total of 27 undergraduates (18 female, 9 male) completed this study in return for course credit.  They ranged in age from 18 to 
46 (mean = 21.41, SD = 6.22).  Participants identified themselves as follows: Caucasian (40.7%), Hispanic (18.5%), Asian (14.8%), 
African American (14.8%), Pacific Islander (7.4%), and other (3.7%). 
Measures 

The actual accuracy of the data checking method was measured by the number of correct entries.  An entry was considered correct 
if it matched the data on the paper data sheets.   The perceived accuracy of the data checking method was self-reported by the 
participant using a five-point scale: Strongly Disagree = 1, Disagree = 2, Neutral = 3, Agree = 4, Strongly Agree = 5. 
Procedures 

Participants completed one 90-minute testing session.  First, participants watched a five-minute instructional video that explained 
how to use Microsoft Excel.  Next, participants were randomly assigned to one of the four data checking methods (double-entry, 
visual checking, solo read-aloud, or partner read-aloud).  Participants then watched another video detailing the method to which they 
had been assigned and practiced their assigned method by checking the data for five data sheets.  During this practice session, the 
study administrator answered any questions the participant had. 
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An example data sheet is shown in Figure 1.  For the Sex and Study Habits sections, 
participants were asked to convert the letters to numbers in order to increase the 
difficulty of data checking.   

If a participant was assigned double entry, solo read-aloud, or visual checking, then 
they checked the data by themselves.  If the participant was assigned partner read-aloud, 
the study administrator read the data to the participant.  If what the administrator read 
matched what was on the screen, the participant was asked to say, “check.”  If the data 
did not match, the participant was asked to say, “verify.”  The study administrator would 
read the data again and if it did not match then the participant was asked to correct the 
mistake in the Excel file.  

After completing the 5-sheet practice session, the participants checked 20 additional 
data sheets.  This time, they were not offered any assistance.  The data for this section is 
the data we used to determine actual accuracy.  Lastly, participants took a brief survey 
which included information such as demographics and their perception of the accuracy 
of the data checking method they used. 
Data Analysis 

In order to compare actual accuracy to perceived accuracy, we calculated a 
correlation. 

Results 
We found a weak non-significant correlation between perceived accuracy and actual accuracy (r(25) = .10, p = .61). 

 
Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between actual accuracy and perceived accuracy of four data checking 
methods.  We found that the correlation was small and non-significant.  We conclude that researchers are not good judges of the 
accuracy of their data checking methods.  They should not rely upon their subjective opinions of accuracy.  Instead, they should use 
methods for which empirical proof of accuracy is available. 

These results should be considered tentative.  This study did not take into account various factors that could contribute to data 
checking accuracy, such as prolonged work fatigue (Healy, Kole, Buck-Gengler, & Bourne, 2004) and level of data entry expertise 
(Atkinson, 2012).  If those variables were added as covariates, it is possible that a moderate (or even strong) relationship between 
perceived and actual accuracy could result.  Until such research is conducted, however, we must conclude that there is no evidence 
that researchers are able to judge the accuracy of the data checking methods they use.  Researchers should limit themselves to methods 
with strong empirical evidence.  Research has consistently shown that double entry is the most accurate (Barchard & Pace, 2011; 
Barchard & Verenikina, 2013; Paulsen et al., 2012).  Several free double entry programs are available (Barchard, Verenikia, & Pace, 
2013; Beatty, 1999; Harris, Taylor, Thielke, Gonzalez, & Conde, 2009; Lauritsen & Bruus, 2004). 

Additional research is needed to determine why researchers select particular data checking methods.  What factors most influence 
researchers to use a particular method?  Accuracy (or perceived accuracy)?  Convenience?  Speed?  Cost?  Habit?  By figuring out 
what matters most to researchers, we can perhaps encourage them to use the data checking methods that have the highest accuracy.  
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